CHARACTERIZING SECOND LANGUAGE FLUENCY WITH GLOBAL WAVELET SPECTRUM
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ABSTRACT

Fluency is a commonly used descriptor of second language (L2) speaking skills. It can be partly conceptualized in terms of appropriate temporal regularity at all levels of prosodic hierarchy, from syllable rate to phrasing. Lack of regularity arising from hesitations, unplanned breaks and repetitions is often present in L2 speech, and negatively affects perceived proficiency.

In this paper, we propose using wavelet spectrum of speech envelope for capturing temporal regularities in L2 speech at various time scales. Analyzing read speech of Slovak L1 and English L1 and L2 speakers, we demonstrate that both syllable and phrase level regularities are distinctly present in the spectra. Also, we show that principal components of the L2 spectra correlate significantly with fluency related assessments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speaking fluently is often the ultimate goal of mastering a second or foreign language (L2). Fluency is also one of the most commonly used criteria in the assessment of L2 skills [13, 15, 3]. This applies both for human assessments as well as for automatic methods of scoring L2 speaking performance [26] and several studies show that automated signal-based scoring correlates well with human assessments [2, 25]. However, there is no consensus of the exact meaning of fluency, and the definitions vary from holistic concepts of overall proficiency [7] to more elaborate phenomena in speech [19].

Breakdown fluency, speed fluency and repair fluency have been identified as major aspects of oral fluency [19]. These aspects can be described as temporal, and many studies on L2 speech focus on measuring one or more of these temporal features [2, 5, 14, 23, 1, 11]. L2 learners tend to speak at slower speech rates than do native speakers [18, 8], and speaking rates appear to become more native-like with overall increase of proficiency. Also stress timing is shown to improve with more experience on the target language [23]. Challenges in the production of stress patterns [9, 17] as well as the presence of various disfluencies in L2 learners’ speech such as pauses, hesitations, and repetitions can slow down the speech and cause temporal irregularities and irrelevant phrasing, which, in turn, affects the perception of fluency.

In this study, we examine the concept of fluency as regularity in read speech by analyzing Slovak L1, English L1, and English L2 productions. Namely, we ask if the regularities can be uncovered via frequency analysis; on what frequencies or prosodic scales do these regularities occur; do the L1 and L2 speakers differ; and does the fluency of L2 speakers correlate with global spectral properties.

Time-scale representation based on Continuous Wavelet Analysis (CWT) presents a natural way of depicting a hierarchical structure of a complex signal like speech amplitude envelope. Wide range of time scales, from milliseconds to several seconds in case of prosody, can be analyzed and visualized uniformly due to scale-adaptive windowing [22]. Suitable time vs. frequency resolution compromise can be established even for weakly periodic prosodic signals via selection of the mother wavelet shape. CWT has previously been applied for detection and quantifying prosodic events regarding word and syllable prominence [12, 20] and phrase boundaries [20, 21, 6]. In comparison, observing the differences between CWT scalograms of L1 and L2 speech (see Fig. 1) led us here to study the global aspects on the speech signal by extracting a CWT power spectrum from amplitude envelope. We demonstrate that this completely signal-based representation provides an interesting holistic view of prosody, and that significant proportion of the variance in the spectra can be explained by assessed levels of fluency as well as its other traditional proxies, pauses and speech rate.

While our premises differ, this global approach bears similarities to studies of speech rhythm [16],
intelligibility [10] and language comparison [24] us-
ing amplitude modulation spectrum, with frequency
components of the amplitude envelope obtained us-
ing Fourier transform.

**Figure 1:** Scalograms of L1 and L2 English
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![Scalogram of English speaker](image2)
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### 2. DATA AND METHODS

#### 2.1. Speech data and assessments

61 speakers of Slovak were recorded in a soundproof studio while reading aloud a story first in Slovak and then in English. The same English text from seven native English speakers (five British, two American) were recorded for reference.

Three Slovak professional teachers of English assessed the fluency of L2 speech samples using a 1–7 Likert scale between “Not fluent at all” (1) and “Very fluent” (7). In addition, ratings for paus-
ing and speech rate were given from “Too many and/or too long pauses” (1) to “Too little and/or short pauses” (7) and “Too slow” (1) to “Too fast” (7) to see, how the perception of these common temporal fluency features are related to actual fluency assess-
ments. Also, overall proficiency was rated on the scale of “Not proficient at all” (1) to “Very profi-
cient” (7).

For the present study, we z-scored the ratings for
each individual assessor and used the average ratings
across the three assessors.

#### 2.2. CWT analysis

The heat maps in Fig. 1 show examples of wavelet
scalograms of two speakers reading the story in En-

---

### 3. RESULTS

**Figure 2:** Group mean spectra.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 show (from top to bot-
tom) mean global spectra for Slovak speakers read-
ing Slovak story, the same speakers reading the nar-
rative in English, and native English speakers read-
ing the (same) English story. The shaded areas con-
tain values less than standard deviation away from
the mean. The mean global spectra for the English
narrative have a peak at the frequency just below
4 Hz; for Slovak language story there is an analogous peak at somewhat higher frequency of just over
5 Hz. These peaks presumably correspond to the en-
ergy fluctuations associated with the syllables.

In addition, all mean global spectra exhibit another peak for frequency of approximately 0.6 Hz, likely associated with rhythmic component corresponding to a short phrase. Note, that this peak is less pronounced for English narrative read by the L2 speakers (blue curve in the middle in Fig. 2) compared to the native L1 productions in both languages.

Fig. 3 plots mean global spectra and standard deviation bands for the Slovaks speaking English divided by mean z-scored FLUENCY assessments. The mean assessments were divided to three equally sized groups using 33rd and 66th percentiles, dividing the recordings to, roughly, fluent, average and not-fluent renderings.

The mean global spectra have the peak $\approx 4$ Hz. For more fluent speakers, the peak is more pronounced and slightly shifted towards higher frequencies. Also, the low frequency peak at $\approx 0.6$ Hz is markedly less prominent for the “not fluent” group compared to the more fluent readings.

To assess these observations quantitatively, we computed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over the space of all global spectra analyzed in this work, yielding the primary shaping effects explaining most variation among the spectra. The PCA analysis was calculated on zero centered and scaled (for each frequency) global spectra. The first component explains about 43%, the first four over 90% and the first seven components over 98% of variance.

Linear regressions of the first seven principal components against the mean ratings were used to find out which of these components best correspond to L2 assessments. For each rating we derived the minimal linear model with the rating as the dependent variable and the principal components as the independent variables (a standard procedure of start-

![Figure 3: L2 spectra grouped by assessed fluency.](image)

**Table 1:** The fits of PCs against the ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLUENCY</th>
<th>effect</th>
<th>$t$-val</th>
<th>$p$-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.026 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC7</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.016 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjusted R-squared: 0.27

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAUSING</th>
<th>effect</th>
<th>$t$-val</th>
<th>$p$-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.036 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjusted R-squared: 0.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATE</th>
<th>effect</th>
<th>$t$-val</th>
<th>$p$-val</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjusted R-squared: 0.39

Note that the 1st principal component predicts significantly all ratings. Also, the effect size of this component is approximately the same for FLUENCY, PAUSING and SPEECH RATE assessments.

The shapes of the global spectra correspond best with SPEECH RATE assessments, explaining almost 40% of variance, while the models for FLUENCY and PAUSING explain about 27 and 25% of rating variance, respectively.

Interestingly, with the exception of the first principal component (PC1), different principal components (different aspects of global spectrum shapes) correspond to different L2 assessment types: PC4 and PC7 to FLUENCY, PC2 to PAUSING, and PC3 to SPEECH RATE.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effects of individual components on spectral shapes. PC1 shows that the ratings in all assessment categories improve for the spectra with lower $\approx 0.6$ Hz and the peak at $\approx 4$ Hz more prominent and shifted towards higher frequencies (the solid red line in the top left pane in Fig. 1). PC4 indicates that better FLUENCY ratings were given to recordings with spectra with both peaks higher and a more prominent gap between them, while PC7 associates better ratings with, again, more prominent $\approx 0.6$ Hz peak but the $\approx 4$ Hz peak shifted towards lower frequencies.

According to PC2 (bottom left pane in Fig. 1), PAUSING rating also improves with deeper gap be-
tween the peaks and shifting the peaks further apart. PC3 shows that higher SPEECH RATE assessments were given for the renditions with the ≈ 4 Hz peak shifted towards the higher frequencies.

4. DISCUSSION

The presented wavelet analysis captures regularities present in the speech signal, namely the regularity associated with syllable production and one presumably linked to phrasing. These regularities are visible as two distinct peaks in wavelet power spectra at appropriate frequencies.

The peaks are clearly present for native, fluent speech for both analyzed languages. Interestingly, while syllable-related regularity remains discernible in spectra obtained from L2 speech signal, the peak associated with phrases is less pronounced. As seen in Fig. 1 this likely results from the irregularities in prosodic chunking in L2 speech where disfluencies, hesitations, etc., blur the rhythmic hierarchy. As our analysis shows, the position and prominence of these spectral peaks explains to a measurable degree the level of fluency as well as speech rate and pausing. The position of the “syllable rate” frequency component correlates with all assessment types: the higher the frequency, the higher the rating for fluency, pausing and speech rate. At the same time more fine-grained variation in the spectra relates to these three aspects separately. In this way, the method captures both the holistic overall perceptions of fluency as well as individual aspects of pausing and speech rate that participate and co-create this holistic perception. The fact that the spectral shape do not correspond with the proficiency ratings equally well might be due to different demands on proficiency ratings; one can be a reasonably fluent speaker of a foreign language without necessarily being very proficient in terms of, e.g., correct stress placement, pronunciation, etc. On the other hand it should be noted, that individual speech style or reading skills in L1 can affect L2 fluency [4].

The presented method is applied straight to the speech signal and requires no manual labelling of the signal. As such, it could be readily applied to assist in automatic fluency assessment. The viability of the approach would, however, need to be tested on speakers with different language backgrounds and greater and more widely spread L2 skill levels. Naturally, the applicability to less structured, spontaneous speech should also be evaluated.

Further evaluation of the method will entail comparing the most prominent frequency ranges with syllable, foot, and phrase durations manually extracted from the test data. For example, the higher frequency of the ≈ 4 Hz for Slovak compared to English data (see Fig. 2) might be related to syllable being the major rhythmic unit in Slovak and foot in English. This observation, if validated, might serve as a basis for a new method for comparing rhythmic characteristics of languages.
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